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This document provides an overview of your SupportingLines Leadership Development 

Program, based on the opportunities identified by your High-Performance Index™ results.  
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SUPPORTINGLINES OVERVIEW 

Performance requires that we achieve at least some of our goals. High-performance requires 

that we achieve more of our goals while also having a positive human experience at work. What 

can leaders do to cultivate high-performance in their organization? How can we help people 

have a better human experience at work? Wouldn’t it be great if there was a tangible, data-

driven framework that helped leaders improve performance and increase employee 

engagement at the same time? That is exactly where we can help you. 

SupportingLines helps organizations cultivate high-performance while improving the human 

experience of work. We all know that high-performance teams achieve more goals and have 

higher employee engagement. The challenge is understanding how they do it. 

SupportingLines has identified three foundational leadership behaviours that cultivate high-

performance (achieve more goals) while improving the human experience of work (engage 

more people). Our validated High-Performance Index™ rapidly identifies “where to start” and 

our High-Performance Framework™ helps you determine “how to move forward”.  

SUPPORTINGL INES H IGH PERFORMANCE INDEXTM 

The SupportingLines High Performance IndexTM (HPI) helps leaders and coaches quickly identify 

impediments to high performance by asking employees to assess how well leaders: 

✓ Help Teams Align 

✓ Help Teams Collaborate 

✓ Help People Grow 

Validated performance data. The power of the 

SupportingLines High Performance IndexTM is 

derived from the exceptionally strong correlations 

within these core leadership behaviours. You can 

have confidence in these correlations as our 

assessment was validated using the well-

researched Utrecht Work Engagement Scale 

(UWES). UWES was produced by professors from 

one of the most respected academic institutions 

in the world, Utrecht University. 

Predictive of work engagement. Perhaps even more important, we also demonstrated that the 

performance elements measured in HPI have predictive qualities. In fact, our HPI elements were 

found to directly increase employee engagement in our foundational study. This means that 

when we cultivate a high-performance organization, we also increase employee work 

engagement. Essentially, it’s two benefits for the price of one. 
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CORE ELEMENTS OF THE SUPPORTINGL INES H IGH-PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORKTM 

Help teams align. A powerful, facilitated goal-setting method for individuals, teams or entire 

organizations. Our goal-setting process starts where other planning efforts end. Once we define 

the outcomes and targets, we facilitate a process to provide people with the support they need 

to deliver. ‘Supporting lines’ are the commitments you need from others to deliver on your goals. 

Without establishing supporting lines, there is a significant risk of the goals not being achieved. 

Complete GoalsTM require defined outcomes and firmly committed supporting lines. 

Help teams collaborate. Once you have defined your Complete GoalsTM, which includes well-

established ‘supporting lines’, our framework helps your organization collaborate. We help you 

ensure teams: 

• are clear on how their work aligns with the organization’s goals and objectives 

• increase operational discipline to improve execution and deliver on key ‘supporting lines’ 

• are truly living the organization’s values and principles as they achieve their goals 

Help people grow. A comprehensive program that helps organizations set expectations, create 

awareness of performance and support employee development. Our modern talent 

development approach puts more ‘human’ in our approach to human resources. We help 

coaches and leaders assess both performance in role and adherence to the organization’s 

values and principles. We also help leaders be more supportive by using a ‘coach approach’ 

with employees and peers.  

Our innovative performance management and talent development toolset offers performance 

conversations, 360 reviews, recognition programs and structured coaching conversations 

managers can have with their employees. These are core ways to improve your HPI scores. 
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SUPPORTINGL INES LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENTS 

We provide a rapid assessment that uses a subset of 20 questions from our team High-

Performance Index™ to help leaders identify leadership development opportunities. This can be 

taken as a Leadership Development Self-Assessment or 360° Review 

If your team is using the High-Performance Index™ we can go one step further by helping you 

identify where your personal development can help the team improve HPI scores: 

• If your leadership development opportunities are aligned with lower team scores, as you 

raise your game in these areas the overall team score will improve 

• If your leadership strengths are aligned with lower team scores, you might be able to 

share your best practices or help mentor others to helps improve team scores. 

Our leadership development assessments are tightly integrated with a comprehensive 

Leadership Development Program and the SupportingLines Cloud™ eLearning platform to help 

leaders quickly improve their results. We offer specific, data-driven solutions for each individual 

question in the leadership development assessment and a program to accelerate your growth. 
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 360°  REVIEW RESULTS - SUMMARY 

High-Performance Index™ (HPI) scores. Your overall Leader Development 360° Review score is 

83%. Based on this score, your respondents agree, on average, that you help cultivate a High-

Performance Organization. In the rest of this report we will dig deeper into your results and 

identify opportunities to cultivate high-performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOP 3 

IMPACTFUL OPPORTUNIT IES FOR LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT  

Based on your Leader Development 360° Review results, these are the three most impactful 

opportunities for you to raise your game as a leader: 

• Help people connect their work to the organization's critical goals, overall mission, 

and inspiring vision 

• Provide individuals and teams with the support and communication they need to 

be successful 

• Track progress on goals, hold people accountable, and regularly communicate 

progress to the team 
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 360°  REVIEW RESULTS – ADDITONAL DETAIL 
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HELP TEAMS ALIGN 

The first element in the SupportingLines High-Performance Index™ is Help Teams Align. Our 

research shows how important it is to set clear expectations and help people connect their work 

to the goals of the organization. Further, people want to understand how the goals of the 

organization are aligned with the organization’s mission and vision. Above all else, employees 

want to be in involved in the planning process, especially when it comes to defining the work 

that is expected of them in order to achieve the goals. People want to co-create their ‘how’. 

The following chart provides the results for the elements of Help Teams Align as indicated by your 

perceived employee scores: 

 

 

 

These results suggest you would benefit from the following videos in the 

SupportingLines Cloud™ to Help Teams Align: 

• Introduction to Help Teams Align & Collaborate 

• Setting Complete Goals™: Individual Supporting Lines  

• Culture of Accountability 

 

HOW YOU CAN ACQUIRE, REFINE AND APPLY NEW LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES 

SupportingLines offers an innovative and unique approach to help you acquire new skills, refine 

your current capabilities and, most importantly apply new skills: 

• Select 1-2 High-Performance Index™ elements from the items listed above 

• SupportingLines Cloud™ - watch relevant videos to hone your skills 

• Leadership development practicums - put new skills into action with the support of a coach 

  

https://cloud.supportinglines.com/courses/align-collaborate
http://cloud.supportinglines.com/
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HELP TEAMS COLLABORATE 

The second element in the SupportingLines High-Performance Index™ is Help Teams 

Collaborate. Collaboration begins when we set goals. We believe that teams should not only 

define the outcomes or targets they seek to achieve, but also secure the critcal support 

required to achieve them. We call these firm, written commitments of support ‘supporting lines’.  

Only when we have defined both the outcomes and supporting lines do we have Complete 

GoalsTM. Teams collaborate effectively when people are clear on expectations and understand 

how their work aligns with organizational goals. Leaders can also improve collaboration by 

cultivating an atmoshpere of mutual respect, providing adequate resources and ensuring teams 

follow through on commitments to each other.  

The following chart provides the results for the elements of Help Teams Align as indicated by the 

Employee HPI scores: 

 
 

 

 

These results suggest you would benefit from the following videos in the 

SupportingLines Cloud™ to Help Teams Collaborate:  

• Introduction to Help Teams Collaborate 

• Top 5 factors in collaboration 

• Setting Complete Goals™: Establish the Supporting Lines 

 

HOW YOU CAN ACQUIRE, REFINE AND APPLY NEW LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES  

SupportingLines offers an innovative and unique approach to help you acquire new skills, refine 

your current capabilities and, most importantly apply new skills: 

• Select 1-2 High-Performance Index™ elements from the items listed above 

• SupportingLines Cloud™ - watch relevant videos to hone your skills 

• Leadership development practicums - put new skills into action with the support of a coach 

  

https://cloud.supportinglines.com/courses/align-collaborate
http://cloud.supportinglines.com/
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HELP PEOPLE GROW 

The third and final element in the SupportingLines High-Performance Index™ is Help People 

Grow. To help people grow, we first need to ensure people are clear on expectations. This 

includes both performance expectations and the expectation to behave in alignment with the 

organization’s values and principles. We then offer feedback, recognition and performance 

reviews that create mutual awareness of whether an employee is meeting the expectations. In 

doing so, we help identify opportunities for people to grow and develop, while providing a 

supportive environment in which people achieve their personal and professional development 

goals. 

The following chart provides the results for the elements of Help People Grow as indicated by the 

Employee HPI scores: 

 
 

 

 

These results suggest you would 

benefit from the following videos in the SupportingLines Cloud™ to Help 

People Grow: 

• Introduction to Help People Grow 

• Feedback vs Feedforward 

• Performance conversations 

 

HOW YOU CAN ACQUIRE, REFINE AND APPLY NEW LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES  

SupportingLines offers an innovative and unique approach to help you acquire new skills, refine 

your current capabilities and, most importantly apply new skills: 

• Select 1-2 High-Performance Index™ elements from the items listed above 

• SupportingLines Cloud™ - watch relevant videos to hone your skills 

• Leadership development practicums - put new skills into action with the support of a coach 

  

https://cloud.supportinglines.com/courses/grow
http://cloud.supportinglines.com/
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM – DETAILED OVERVIEW 

Our leadership development program helps leaders make progress on all dimensions of the High 

Performance IndexTM. This program has four components: 

• SupportingLines CloudTM 

• 360° review 

• Leadership Development Practicums 

• Executive Coaching 

SUPPORTINGL INES CLOUDTM  

The SupportingLines CloudTM offers you e-Learning and tools that help you put 

your new skills into practice. The content is broken down into two overall modules:  

While we recommend that leaders follow these modules in order, you have complete flexibility 

to take the program in whatever order you wish, perhaps based on your assessment results. 

The cloud offers several 

benefits for leaders: 

• Efficient way to learn – 

we cover the 

fundamentals in our 

videos, allowing leaders 

to very quickly ramp on 

our approach.  

• Short videos help people 

prepare – videos offer a 

refresher before 

subsequent goal-setting 

or performance 

conversation cycles 
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360°  REVIEW 

SupportingLines is a data-driven approach. As such our program also includes a 360° review, 

gathering 360° feedback from 3-5 current or former colleagues. This will provide you with critical 

feedback to support your development. It will allow us to fine tune the program to focus on the 

areas where others perceive you have the biggest opportunity for growth. Combining this 

feedback with your own desire to grow will help you make an immediate impact.  

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUMS  

Our practicum program is unique. Many organizations want leaders to be less-directive and use 

a coach-approach. We agree, though this is easier said than done. Using a coach-approach is 

a big shift from the past and we believe leaders need more support to make the change. 

You can learn a great deal about the core fundamentals by watching videos and reading. To 

truly develop as a leader we need to put our new skills into practice. It can be challenging to 

implement things we learn in a video.  

We support leaders through this critical phase of their development with our Leadership 

Development Practicums. In a practicum, one of our coaches will observe you in action during 

real-life situations and provide real-time feedback to support your growth. Practicum coaching 

a powerful, supported way to put your new skills into action. 

We can co-create the practicum based on your needs. You’ll select the situations you would like 

us to observe, for example performance conversations, development coaching sessions, difficult 

conversations or team goal-setting sessions. 

DEDICATED EXECUTIVE COACHING  

This program includes executive coaching to support your leadership journey. Coaching creates 

awareness of opportunities to grow and develop. We use a supportive, question-based 

approach that will challenge you and support your growth as a leader. We leverage the power 

of the High-Performance Index ™ (HPI) in our coaching journey so that the entire program 

integrates. 

There are two distinct types of coaching in this program: 

• Practicum Coaching leverages a coach who observes you in real-life situations to 

support skill development and refine leadership techniques 

• 1:1 Executive Coaching sessions help you explore leadership issues, problems and 

challenges to create deeper understanding, develop strategies and create action plans.  
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